
 

SPP Task Force on New Members 
 

Proposed SPP Stakeholder Communication Process 
 

* * Final Report * * 
 
The SPP Task Force on New Members was tasked to develop recommended prospective 
communication and work group processes that would be followed during the various stages 
of engaging new transmission transmission-owning and load load-serving members.1:   
 
Stage 1:  initial discussions; Stage 2: due diligence and membership agreement discussions; 
Stage 3:  SPP OATT and governing document (including RSC governing documents) 
changes; Stage 4: FERC approvals; and finally, Stage 5: integration.  The focus of this 
process document is to provide communication guidance during the first three stages of 
initial discussions, due diligence and membership agreement discussions, and stakeholder 
discussion and approval of SPP OATT and governing document changes.  
 
A key tenant tenet the Task Force used to guide discussions was the need for flexibility to 
deal with unique features of the prospective member throughout the process, while 
balancing appropriate transparency for stakeholder participation and allowing for 
confidential discussions/ and negotiations.  Also, Tthe Task Force was also mindful that the 
SPP staff is solely responsible for the direct negotiations with the prospective member with 
input and agreement from all of the stakeholders members  on both policy and specific 
changes to the governing documents. 
 
The following is the recommended communications process for adding new members.  The 
Task Force recommends the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) approve the Task Force 
recommendations for process improvements., and during January, the SPC review an 
Interim Status Report and during April, the SPC review and approve a Final Report.  
 
Stage 1:  Initial discussions;  
Stage 2:  Due diligence and membership agreement discussions;  
Stage 3: Stakeholder discussion and approval of SPP OATT and governing document 

(including SPP Regional State Committee (RSC) governing documents) changes;  
Stage 4:  FERC approvals;  
Stage 5:  Integration   
 
Stage 1:  Initial Discussions 
Periodically, potential new membersProspective members (as defined in the footnote 1) 
typically approach SPP, typically in  confidence, indicating that they would like to discuss 
membership.  SPP Staff will periodically report to the SPP SPC regarding these general 
discussions.   and these These discussions may remain “general” for months and years.  SPP 
Staff typically does not takewill not take any formal action until a the first triggering event 

 1 This process only applies to new members who request that with their membership, they require 
modifications to the SPP OATT (beyond pro forma changes for typical new members), Governing Documents, 
or RSC Bylaws. 
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occurs.  The first triggering event occurs , which is typically when the potential new 
member formally requests SPP to begin negotiations to change the SPP OATTOpen Access 
Transmission Tariff (OATT), Governing Documents, or RSC Bylaws to allow for their 
membership into SPP. 
 
Once this first triggering event occurs, SPP Staff shall formally notifies notify the SPC and 
the RSC.  If the potential new member requests confidentiality of the negotiations, or if the 
new member is also negotiating with another Regional Transmission Operator (RTO), the 
negotiations are considered proprietary, and updates to the SPC are shall be conducted in 
Executive Session with proper notification given, by including ensuring that the meeting 
agendas note an Executive Session is expected and that the topics will the topic is include 
New Members.  The Executive Session closes out the phoneConference call access will not 
be available during Executive Sessions of the SPC.  ; however, aAll SPP Members and RSC 
Commissioners or Commissioner Staff are allowedshall be permitted to remain attend in the 
Executive Session.2  For these Executive Sessions, an executed confidentiality agreement 
will be required.  Any member who has signed the SPP Members Agreement and executed a 
confidentiality agreement is eligible to request to join the ad hoc Members Forum. 
  
 
Members Forum:  Once this first triggering event occurs, SPP Staff also then sets upshall 
establish a Members Forum to give guidance and assist SPP Staff on due diligence.  The 
Members Forum is typically open to neighbors of the potential new members.  [DEFINE 
“NEIGHBORS”] and while noNo entity, including RSC Members or Commission Staff, 
will be prohibited from requesting to joining the Members Forum is turned down., t  A 
prerequisite to joining the Members Forum for SPP members is an executed SPP Members’ 
Agreement and confidentiality agreement.  A prerequisite to joining the Members Forum for 
RSC members and Commission Staff is an executed confidentiality agreement.  The 
Members Forum size needs to be managed so that SPP Staff can be agile and efficient in 
their work. 
 
All SPP Members, including RSC and Commission Staff, may attend the SPC Executive 
Session discussions on New Members.  For these Executive Sessions, an executed 
confidentiality agreement will be required.  Any member who has signed the SPP Members 
Agreement and executed a confidentiality agreement is eligible to request to join the ad hoc 
Members Forum. 
 
Stage 2:  Due Diligence and Membership Agreement Discussions 
During this phase, SPP Staff is solely responsible for the negotiations with the prospective 
new member.  , and the The SPP SPC, RSC, and Members Forum give can provide 
guidance to SPP Staff as well as receive regular updates on progress or issues of concern.  
These discussions, and updates from the due diligence work SPP Staff conducts, , are 
typicallymay be highly confidential and proprietary.  Also during this phase, SPP Staff shall 
provides regular updates to the SPC and RSC, which may need to be provided and as the 
updates require, in Executive Session.  The Executive Session will be noticed on the agenda 

 2 Subject to assurances from Commissioners and Commission staff Staff regarding protection of 
confidential information that may be subject to Freedom of Information Act and state open meeting laws. 
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posted in accordance with the Bylaws.  As appropriate, SPP Staff will provide updates to the 
appropriate working groups and committees, including the SPP Board and Members 
Committee, RSC, and MOPC.As appropriate, SPP Staff shall provide updates to the 
appropriate working groups and committees, including the SPP Board and Members 
Committee, the RSC, the Cost Allocation Working Group, and the Market Operations 
Committee.  
 
Cost/Benefit Analysis:  During this stage, a second triggering event occurs that makes the 
discussions and the potential new member public to all SPP Stakeholders.  Once this second 
triggering event occurs, SPP Staff convenes a special all-member meeting to discuss all the 
proposed document changes and analyses conducted to date.   
 
Each prospective new member will have unique characteristics, and in all cases, a 
cost/benefit analysis is shall be conducted by SPP Staff for the impact to existing members.  
The potential new members will most likely may conduct their own cost/benefit study that 
would include a production cost analysis.   
 
SPP Staff will bring to theThe SPC the decisionshall make a determination of whether for 
prospective new members (meeting the definition in footnote #1) to have a more extensive 
production cost/benefit analysis conducted by SPP Staff, or to have a third party 
independent analysis conducted by a third party, and the potential cost of such a study.  The 
SPC Agenda agenda will state this is as a discussion item and that it may be discussed in 
Executive Session.  These decisionsThe decision to conduct such a study will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis.  Any cost/benefit study or analysis, whether conducted by SPP 
Staff, by a third party, or by the new membersprospective new member, shall be made 
available to the RSC for review. 
 
 
Legal Analysis:  Depending on the unique characteristics of the potential new member, or 
the request of the potential new member for OATT and governing document changes, a 
legal opinion may be required.  The prospective new member is shall be responsible for any 
legal opinion they will need.  , and SPP will be responsible for any legal opinion that SPP 
Staff, the SPC, or the RSC determines is needed.  Any time the potential new member 
indicates that they have identifieds a legal matter for which that they are seeking a legal 
analysis, SPP Staff should have an SPP legal analysis on the same topic(s) conducted and 
report back to the SPC and the RSC.  , and the The agenda should reflect if whether this 
topic will be discussed in Executive Session.   
 
Additionally, on a case-by-case basis, SPP Staff or SPP Sstakeholders, including the RSC, 
may request an SPP legal analysis on issue(s) related to the prospective new member.  This 
request should be made at an SPC meeting and should be noted on the agenda and whether 
or not it will be discussed in Executive Session.  Nothing in this recommendation prevents 
any SPP Member, the RSC State Commission, or State Commission RSC from pursuing its 
own legal analysis on any legal matter associated with the prospective new member. 
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SPP Legal Staff has a process to conduct general legal analyses that could be requested and 
provide guidance on how that legal analyses would be pursued and disseminated during the 
non-public and public stages of the process of adding new members. 
 
During this stage, a second triggering event occurs that makes the discussions and the 
potential new member public to all SPP Stakeholders – WHAT IS THE SECOND 
TRIGGERING EVENT? – .  Once this second triggering event occurs, SPP Staff convenes 
a special all-member meeting to discuss the proposed document changes and analyses 
conducted to date.   
 
Stage 3:  Stakeholder discussion and approval of SPP OATT and Governing Document 

Changes 
 
During this phase, SPP Staff is solely responsible for the negotiations with the prospective 
new member., and the The SPP SPC, RSC, and Members Forum give can provide guidance 
to SPP Staff as well as receive regular updates on progress or issues of concern.  During this 
phase, SPP Staff is solely responsible for the direct negotiations with the prospective new 
member, and the SPP SPC and Members Forum give guidance to SPP Staff as well as 
receive regular updates on progress or issues of concern.    These matters are highly unique 
to the entity(ies) joining and thus, all discussions and negotiations will be on a case-by-case 
basis, and updates from this stage will require regular updates to the SPC.  Also during this 
phase, SPP Staff shall provide regular updates to the SPC and RSC.  Also during this phase, 
SPP Staff provides regular updates to the SPC and as the updates require, in Executive 
Session. SPP Staff will provide updates to the appropriate working groups and committees, 
including the SPP Board and Members Committee, RSC, and MOPC. 
 
 
During this stage, a second triggering event occurs that makes the discussions and the 
potential new member public to all SPP Stakeholders – WHAT IS THE SECOND 
TRIGGERING EVENT? – .   
 
Throughout this stage, as appropriate, SPP Staff shall provide updates to the appropriate 
working groups and committees, including the SPP Board and Members Committee, the 
RSC, the Cost Allocation Working Group, and the Market & Operations Policy Committee. 
 
All-Member Meeting:  Once this second triggering event occurs, SPP Staff shall convenes a 
special all-member meeting to discuss the proposed document changes and analyses 
conducted to date.  When SPP Staff convenes the special all-member special meeting, SPP 
Staff shall include the RSC Commissioners and Commission Staff.  The RSC may request 
SPP Staff to hold a special meeting of the RSC to review the proposed changes; however, 
this would not preclude the RSC Commissioners or Commission Staff from attending the 
all-member special meeting to review and discuss the potential document changes and new 
members 
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Committee Roles for Approval of SPP OATT and Governing Document Changes:  Finally, 
as the Membership Agreement, SPP OATT, and Governing Documents are amended and 
presented for stakeholder approval, the following groups’ roles are defined. 
 

Market & Operations Policy Committee (MOPC):  Prior to going to the SPP Board 
for a vote and the Members Committee for a straw poll, any changes to the SPP 
OATT and are will be presented to MOPC for all members to discuss and vote on 
changes, prior to going to the SPP Board for a vote and the Members Committee for 
a straw poll. 
 
Strategic Planning Committee (SPC):  Prior to going to the SPP Board for a vote and 
the Members Committee for a straw poll, all negotiating strategies, guidance, and 
deliberations for prospective new members go will be reviewed by to the SPC, either 
in an open meeting or Executive Session , either in an open meeting or Executive 
Session, for review and approval, prior to going to the SPP Board for a vote and the 
Members Committee for a straw poll. 
 
Corporate Governance Committee (CGC):  any Prior to going to the SPP Board for a 
vote and the Members Committee for a straw poll, any changes to the Governing 
Documents get will be reviewed and approved by the CGC, prior to going to the SPP 
Board for a vote and the Members Committee for a straw poll. 
 
Regional State Committee (RSC):  throughout the process, the RSC will need to 
define how they participate in the SPC meetings and Executive Sessions, and  SPP 
Staff will continue to provide regular updates to the RSC on these any deliberations 
and negotiations.  “Any potential changes to the cost allocation or cost sharing and 
potential changes to the OATT and governing documents relating to matters that fall 
under the RSC purview will be presented to the RSC [TEXAS:  for review and 
possible approval before the final vote by the Board.] [ARKANSAS:  Any potential 
changes to the cost allocation or cost sharing will be presented to the RSC for review 
prior to final approval by the Board”.]... [Nebraska:  Consider striking last sentence 
and replace with: Any potential OATT or governing document changes related to 
matters that fall under RSC purview will be presented to the RSC for action.  These 
actions include, but are not necessarily limited to, endorsing the proposed change, 
exercising existing rights under Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, as already 
provided for, or taking no action.] 

 
The Task Force recommends that when SPP Staff convenes the all-member special meeting, 
SPP Staff include the RSC Commissioners and Commission Staff.  The RSC may request 
SPP Staff hold a special meeting of the RSC to review the proposed changes; however, this 
would not preclude the RSC Commissioners or Commission Staff from attending the all-
member special meeting to review and discuss the potential document changes and new 
members. 
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